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Abstract—Recently, wireless technologies have had a tremendous influence on various advanced technology areas through e-learning environments such as the use of smart devices to engage learners and encourage them to interact effectively. Wireless communication technologies are being widely adopted within the education sector in order to deliver the best education support both virtually and globally. Today, introducing a multilingual Wireless Response System (WRS) application is not only an enormous challenge but also a complex one. The aim of this paper is to implement an internationalization-testing strategy using a WRS case study for multilingual speakers of Arabic, Chinese, French, German, Romanian, Spanish and Turkish. It also aims to evaluate the internationalization testing results as well as localization and cultural testing impacts. This paper also attempts to identify the various challenges that are associated with internationalization and localization testing based on smart devices, as well as introducing a globalization testing model for a multilingual system that includes each language’s specific features, for instance: the direction of writing for some languages such as right language (Arabic and Urdu), and word spaces translating.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been continuous growth of mobile applications in various areas, from leisure to providing business needs. This is due to the tremendous growth in the diversity of smart devices. Therefore, advanced mobile application response systems have grown rapidly and this has led to intense attention on these applications by researchers and developers. In fact, various advanced technologies have been introduced for the users to facilitate and improve the effectiveness of teaching and learning [1]. The extensive everyday use of these applications has led to higher demands when it comes to quality and stability. Specifically, users of smart devices are more interested in utilizing easily accessible applications. These applications are required to be more scalable and to support various languages that is, they are supposed to be multilingual. According to John [2] fixing internationalization bugs costs 30 times more than other issues.

Mobile Learning (M-Learning) has had a significant impact on teaching and education sectors where M-learning is defined as learning across multiple contexts, through social and content interaction, using personal electronic devices [4]. One such benefit has been that students are more attracted to expanding the boundaries of higher education into an “anytime/anywhere” experience [3]. Therefore, a WRS in M-learning is necessary for students and teachers to interact with each other. The WRS as an M-learning application based on multilingual use has been developed by the XML Database and Information Retrieval (XDIR) research group at the University of Huddersfield in the UK [4]. WRS enables students and teachers to collaborate with each other by means of smart devices.

The WRS like many M-learning applications is based on advanced technology in order to operate on smart devices across a wide range of platforms [5] including: PCs, laptops, tablets, and smart phones.

This paper attempts to highlight several challenges, which are associated with the internationalization testing of mobile applications. This paper will also describe the effectiveness of the test strategy to evaluate the localization process testing with the help of a WRS mobile app case study. The internationalization testing was conducted for multilingual use in Arabic, Chinese, French, German, Romanian, Spanish and Turkish.

Though sample sizes larger than 30 and less than 500 are appropriate for most research studies [6], throughout this study a relatively small sample size has been considered as this parameter is not as significant compared with the respondents’ interface and interaction with the investigated system. Thus, when a user with a particular language employs this system, he/she may find that customized text space is insufficient; this would of course be the result for all respondents in this language [7].

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the internationalization background of mobile applications. Section 3 presents works related to globalization testing. Section 4 presents the experimental methods of WRS. Section 5 presents the discussion and evaluation of the experiment result with statistical results for each language. Finally, conclusions and suggestions for future work are given.
II. BACKGROUND

This section highlights issues such as the state of worldwide mobile applications including the internationalization testing process, internationalization testing challenges, globalization testing, the definition of GUI testing, and cultural testing.

A. The state of worldwide mobile applications

According to Sandrini [8] and Buck et al. [9], in 2013 alone, twenty one billion mobile apps were downloaded globally. The profits through the sale of mobile applications are expected to be more than $330 billion by 2015 [10]. Therefore, every year the usage of mobile applications is rapidly increasing. Lu [11] stated that more than 15% of global internet traffic is expected to be from mobile users by 2015 as compared to desktop users. Hence, wireless smart devices play a key role in accessing a wide range of services and becoming an essential part of users’ daily lives for banking, shopping, healthcare, education and games.

B. Globalization Testing

Internationalization and localization are subsets of globalization (abbreviated g11n). Globalization testing is the process of assessing the mobile application in order to identify the application’s performance within specific culture and language input and output conditions [4]. As depicted in Figure 1, globalization has been categorized into three phases including: feature to be tested, localization testing, and local awareness testing [12].

![Figure 1. Globalization Testing Sub-tree](image)

a) Internationalization Testing

Internationalization (abbreviated “i18n”) organizes smart apps to make them easier for localization. Internationalization testing on the other hand is the process of evaluation for a single country, local, language, or culture [2].

i. Internationalization Testing Challenges

The internationalization testing challenges consist of issues and concerns related to the native users in different countries. Theses are in terms of language and culture specifications as depicted in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Screen Size Limitation</td>
<td>Flexible layout to avoid expansion and contraction of text.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screen Direction Layout</td>
<td>(RTL) and vertical text direction e.g. for Hebrew, Arabic, or Persian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform</td>
<td>Different OS IOS and Android</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context and Special Characters</td>
<td>The characters, symbols, labels, icons and buttons from language to language e.g. English to Chinese.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Handling</td>
<td>How the app handles data, warning messages and navigation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional Standards</td>
<td>Date, month and time e.g. Arabic or USA format</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text Translation and Abbreviation</td>
<td>Space handling, e.g. content translated into German can take up to 30% more space than English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture Specification</td>
<td>Colour and image according to culture specifications.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ii. Internationalization Testing Process

The internationalization testing process consists of globalization testing with feature based testing, localization testing and local awareness testing as depicted in Figure 1.

iii. Feature Based Testing

Feature based testing is a process used to identify features of a product available in specific languages that have different content as compared to other languages and cultures. In fact, it is important to ensure that these features are turned on or off as required while switching locales [13].

b) Localization Testing

Localization testing is language verification testing, which is mainly focused on the appropriateness of the translation [14]. It is a process of asset verification within the application’s user interface for the specific language contents and for the functionality state of the application, including; keyboard and mouse events, different GUI components e.g., menu bars, toolbars, dialogs, buttons, edit fields, and rich text [15]. In fact, 80% to 90% of localization issues are based on text translation quality issues, for example grammar mistakes, spellings, syntax, corrupted text, wrongly translated text, wrong language, and missing audio/text [16]. Moreover, linguistic accuracy is essential in globalization testing in order to identify those issues that have been introduced during the localization process.

c) Local Awareness

Local awareness testing is the process of detecting the translating formats of specific languages and cultures, for instance Arabic formats from right to left (e.g., ٤١٢٣), as well as date, month, year, and time (e.g., ١٤٣٢). In fact, it is essential for each global mobile application to consider storing and retrieving documents containing locale-sensitive data such as changing the logic of all the formatting functions such as: date, time,
currency, numeric, etc. It must also follow the language specification formats in terms of text, number and image formats [17].

III. RELATED WORK

Many studies have examined several factors of internationalization testing such John [2], Meng and Lu [3], Lu [5], and Sekaran [6] though each of the studies has it is own contributions and limitations. Since 2007 when the first mobile application was released in app stores [6], countless technologies have been introduced to facilitate and improve the effectiveness of wireless response systems. Therefore, the internationalization of M-learning apps is essential for students and teachers to collaborate with each other, and to remotely enhance students’ performance. Simkova et al. cited in Bastien [18] emphasized that M-Learning is certainly an interesting approach to learning, but is unfortunately still an unknown concept in many countries where it has not yet caught on.

Web course (WebCT) is an M-learning application which was criticized by Haller [19] due to the complexity of the application, which was contributed to by its complex architecture. Another example of an app that is challenging to use is the IELTS exam. This app has several individual applications as depicted in Figure 2, which consist of: the IELTS Reading app, IELTS Writing app, IELTS Speaking app and IELTS Grammar app. However, the individual apps are not useable by students. Because the apps are not all integrated into one application, students have to download each part of the English exam individually. In fact, these apps are suffering from a lack of a responsive approach.

Moreover, Dhingra, cited in Haller [19] discussed various challenges that are associated with the localization and testing of mobile applications. He also described several elements and recommended that each element should be equipped with an effective test strategy for localization testing. He also stated that mobile localization should not just include translation, but should also include the user interface, and an adaptation of graphics based on locale or culture differences. [20].

IV. WRS METHOD OF EXPERIMENT

The proposed method for this research is based on the WRS case study and the eight identified attributes of internationalization testing requirements. It also takes into consideration several challenges of each attribute within each individual language that have been utilized in the WRS application. Translating the terms of the WRS application was based on an independent professional translating firm as professional translators.

The translated terms of every language were applied to localise the application by using Adobe Flex Builder 4.6 for the teacher phase, and Adobe Action Script® for the student phase. The WRS app was programmed in PHP and MySQL was used to retrieve the data.

For each language, there were 10 participants who carried out the globalization testing to evaluate the application based on their language attributes. The WRS testing was divided into two phases: student testing was the first phase, and the second phase assessed the teacher interface. Then the teacher and students interfaces were evaluated to understand how they experienced this application.

V. DISCUSSION AND EVALUATION

Internationalization testing for the WRS was carried out for seven languages: Arabic, Chinese, French, German, Romanian, Spanish, and Turkish. The calculation method for each language was: a number of questions were asked and the participants’ answers were based on five evaluation matrices: excellent, poor, above average, below average, and average.

![Figure 3. WRS Internationalization Test attribute for Arabic language](image)

According to the test results, the internationalization testing for the Arabic language as depicted in Figure 3 highlights that 6 participants evaluated the WRS app as excellent for platform scalability, whereas 4 participants evaluated the app as above average in terms of text translation. 5 participants evaluated the WRS app as above average in terms of regional standards, data handling, and screen direction. 4 participants evaluated the app as average
as compared to only 2 participants who evaluated the app as below average.

The Chinese language was the second to undergo internationalization testing of the WRS as depicted in Figure 4. 5 participants evaluated the WRS app as excellent for platform scalability, whereas 4 participants evaluated the app as average in terms of culture specification and regional standard. In addition, 3 participants evaluated the app as above average compared to only 2 participants who evaluated the app as below average in terms of context and special characters. 1 participant evaluated the WRS app as poor in terms of text translation, context and special characters.

The Chinese language was the second to undergo internationalization testing of the WRS as depicted in Figure 4. 5 participants evaluated the WRS app as excellent for platform scalability, whereas 4 participants evaluated the app as average in terms of culture specification and regional standard. In addition, 3 participants evaluated the app as above average compared to only 2 participants who evaluated the app as below average in terms of context and special characters. 1 participant evaluated the WRS app as poor in terms of text translation, context and special characters.

The Chinese language was the second to undergo internationalization testing of the WRS as depicted in Figure 4. 5 participants evaluated the WRS app as excellent for platform scalability, whereas 4 participants evaluated the app as average in terms of culture specification and regional standard. In addition, 3 participants evaluated the app as above average compared to only 2 participants who evaluated the app as below average in terms of context and special characters. 1 participant evaluated the WRS app as poor in terms of text translation, context and special characters.

4 participants evaluated the app as above average as compared to only 2 participants who evaluated the app as below average. Only 1 participant evaluated the WRS app as below average in terms of context and special characters.

Internationalization testing has also been carried out for the German language as depicted in Figure 6. 6 participants evaluated the WRS app as above average for platform scalability, whereas 6 participants evaluated the app as above average in terms of culture specification.

The fifth internationalization testing was carried out for the Romanian language as depicted in Figure 7. The majority of the participants evaluated the WRS app as excellent in terms of screen direction and culture specification; whereas 4 participants evaluated the app as above average in terms of text translation, context and special characters. 4 participants evaluated the app as excellent, 5 participants evaluated the app as above average, and only 1 participant evaluated the WRS app as average in terms of data handling.

The internationalization testing was carried out for the Spanish language as depicted in Figure 8. 6 participants evaluated the WRS app as above average for platform scalability, whereas 6 participants evaluated the app as above average in terms of culture specification.
6 participants rated the WRS as excellent in terms of platform scalability. Whereas 5 participants evaluated the WRS app as above average in terms of context, special characters and screen direction layout. 4 participants evaluated the WRS app as excellent in terms of data handling, as compared to the other 4 participants who evaluated the WRS app as below average for context, special characters, text translation and culture specification.

The Turkish language has also been tested as depicted in Figure 9. 6 participants evaluated the WRS app as excellent in terms of platform scalability, and 5 participants evaluated the WRS as excellent for the screen limitation, screen direction and culture specification.

4 participants evaluated the WRS as average for regional standard, 3 participants evaluated the WRS as below average scale for context, special characters and text translation.

From the above analysis it is clear that the researcher dealt with 70 participants through seven different languages; the ratio of trust these participants gave to the application according to the offered attributes is depicted in the table below.

From the below table it is clear that the attributes that best won the confidence of the participants and were above average are Platform (70.8%), followed by Screen Direction Layout (70.3%) and Data Handling (70.3%), respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Attributes</th>
<th>Average %</th>
<th>Total [N]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Screen Size Limitation</td>
<td>60.7</td>
<td>N = 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screen Direction Layout</td>
<td>70.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform</td>
<td>70.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context and Special Character</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Handling</td>
<td>70.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional Standards</td>
<td>60.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text Translation and Abbreviation</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture Specification</td>
<td>70.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, Context and Special Characters (40.6%) were below average. This is perhaps due to the difference in the size of the words and the number of characters per word for each language. Additionally, Text Translation and Abbreviation (40.5%) was lower than the average, this has been attributed to the translators failing to arrive at a precise and uniform translation for some of the terms, this is because each languages’ words carry many meanings, and the translators can detect errors only when the application is used.

The ratio of trust that the participants gave to the application according to each language is in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Languages</th>
<th>Average %</th>
<th>Total [N]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>70.1</td>
<td>N = 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>50.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German</td>
<td>60.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romanian</td>
<td>70.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>60.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkish</td>
<td>60.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the above table it is clear that the best languages that won the confidence of the participants and performed above average were the Romanian language which achieved (70.3%), followed by Arabic (70.1%), Spanish (60.6%) and German (60.4%). The French Language (60.0 %) and Chinese language (50.9%) came in last, possibly due to the same reasons mentioned above.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The aim of this research was to investigate two areas: firstly, it demonstrated the concept of the internationalization testing process, and secondly, it established a comprehensive method for internationalization testing techniques for a Wireless Response System (WRS) application in multilingual use. However, based on our
literature study we can highlight that international testing is a challenging task for mobile applications because it has a great impact on the quality of the mobile application in terms of globalization attributes. Our experiments were based on a holistic view of how to influence the WRS testing strategy for multilingual apps by identifying the challenges. In addition to this, we identified some of the key attributes and demonstrated the careful design of an internationalization testing strategy to overcome these challenges and develop solutions for performing localization testing of mobile applications.

In this paper we presented the globalization testing techniques including the internationalization and localization testing for the WRS case study evaluating globalization-testing issues, specifically within WRS apps. Our aim was to discover issues and errors in the selected languages. We also intended to focus on the key attributes for each language. Each language’s attributes have been tested by native speakers of the selected languages in order to identify and highlight the drawbacks of WRS, as well as to help conduct different approaches for target audiences with varied cultures, regions, or screen direction.

For future work, we will attempt to use the internationalization testing approach in further validation experiments for more languages, followed by comparing the internationalization attributes in each of the languages in terms of complexity.
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